Follow the clues and search for the artworks below to find the food, items, and friends you need for an art-filled meal at the Taft!

**A** In Gallery 5: Myths & Mortals
Pass the salt, please! Can you find this small earthenware vessel supported by figures? It used to be found on a table, ready to help you season your favorite dish.

**B** In North Hall, Outside Gallery 14: Music Room
Beverages to share are even better! Raise an (imaginary) glass to good times with friends.

**C** In North Hall, Outside Gallery 6: Virtue & Vice
We’re planning for a sweet afternoon treat! How about some grapes or peaches? Find the painting that has everything we need.

**D** In Gallery 8: Green Parlor
Do you fancy a spot of tea? You can’t miss this unique teapot!

**E** In Gallery 10: Plum Parlor
It’s important to eat your vegetables! Let’s see what we can find.

**F** In Gallery 14: Music Room
Gone fishing! Perhaps we can get fish for our meal from the stream in this painting.

**G** In South Hall, Outside Gallery 12: Dining Room
Maybe the cows in this painting can share some milk!